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                                       I- Vocabulary (20 Marks )                                    
A) From a , b , c and d choose the correct answer : (4X2=  8 M)                           

 

1- The thief has been arrested but he refused to ……………….the names of his partners. 

 a) consume  b) evolve  c) reveal  d) glorify 

 

 

2- The results of this survey will be divided into two main…………… which will help us plan 

     our work properly.    

 a) pedestals  b) newcomers c) devices  d) categories 

 

 

3-  The Ancient Egyptians used to build pyramids ………………as tombs for their kings and 

     queens .  

 a) basically    b) collectively c) amicably  d) adversely 

               

 

4- Roads are very ………………during rush hours. The government should consider this  

     matter seriously. 

          a) inexpensive        b) congested           c)hydraulic            d) portable 

 

B) Fill in each space with the suitable word from the list below: (3X2= 6 M ) 

 

audience /  capability  /  fundamentally   / zealous 

 

5- Our team fans were very… zealous …..during the match, so the stadium was really like 

     a bee-hive. 

 

 

6-  Methods of communication have… fundamentally.…changed a lot over the last decade.

         

 

7-   Shakespeare’s tragedy was exciting! The … audience …applauded continuously for ten  

       minutes.   

C) Choose the right definitions of the underlined words:  (3 x 1= 3  M ) 
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8- Kuwait radio and TV present a lot of informative broadcasts in the morning and in the 

     evening.  

 a) the action of providing enjoyment  

b) a radio or television programme 

c) a programme / play that makes us laugh 

d) the people who listen to a speech 

 

9- Thanks to the Internet! Now you can communicate with people in remote countries. 

a) too many to be counted 

b) low priced 

c) important / famous 

d) far away 

 

prepared to answer any difficult question. mentally10. I was  

      a)  in one’s mind  

      b)  sincerely  

      c) from time to time  

           d) for the most part, mainly 

 

D) Use ( 3  only) of the following words in sentences of your own : ( 3 X 1  = 3M ) 

 

       nowadays     /   accuracy /    beckon away    /       deterrent    /    victory 

11  . ..……………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

12  . ………………………………………………………………………………………..  

 

13  . ……………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

                (Any correct and meaningful sentences are accepted)   

        

II- Language Structure (16 Marks) 
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A) From a , b , c and d choose the correct answer : ( 3 x 2 = 6 M) 

 

14- My brother……………is a doctor has made up his mind to travel to England.   

     a- which  b- whose   c- where  d- who 

 

15- If you take these pills, you’ll get….………your bad headache soon. 

a- over   b- through  c- on    d- up 

16- We can’t go to………………..that’s too expensive during our summer holiday this year.

 a- anybody  b- anywhere    c- anything  d- anyone 

 

 

B) Correct the verbs between brackets:(3x2 = 6 M ) 

 

….the play . were recording )… record17.The lights went off, while they (  

  

 

…less carbon would have been) … be(  If we had stopped cutting down trees, there  -18 

      dioxide in the atmosphere.     

 

 

19- A new tower ( build )…will be built… here in six months.           

 

  

C) Do as shown between brackets:(2x2= 4 M ) 

 

20- The polic officer has finally arrested the criminal.                     ( Change into Passive ) 

……The criminal has finally been arrested by the police…….……. 

 

21- “ If I were you, I wouldn’t waste my time ”.      ( Report the Sentence ) 

      My father advised me…not to waste my time…………….…. 
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III- Language Functions (20 Marks ) 

A) Write what you would   say in the following situations: (4x2½= 10 M ) 
22- Your school is organising a trip to the Entertainment City. 

 Approval  / Responding to good news   / Likes  /  Expressing Opinion 

 

23- The only café shop in your area is going to be  closed down..  

  Disapproval  / Responding to bad news / Indifference  

 

24- Your sister will sit for the aptitude test next week. 

   Giving advice  / Suggestion 

25- Your sister wants to study computer science abroad. 

     Approval  /  Disapproval  / Expressing opinion 

 

NB:  Any reasonable and relevant answer is accepted) 

 

C) Complete the missing parts in the following  mini dialogue: (4x2½= 10 M ) 

 

      Ahmed : Can I borrow your car, dad ? 

26- Father  : No, you can’t. You always drive fast. 

      Ahmed : Don’t worry . I promise to be careful. 

       Father  : Speed leads to death, you know. 

27-Ahmed : You are right, dad. 

28-Father  : Why don’t you  take your own car , Ahmed ? 

     Ahmed : I’m afraid I can't. It needs to be repaired. 

29-Father  : You should have  repaired it, son. 

 (NB:  Any reasonable and relevant answer is accepted) 
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IV -  Set Book Questions ( 24  Marks ) 

 

A) Answer only  TWO  of the following questions: (  2X 6  = 12 ) 

 

30- Module 3 , Unit 7, Lesson 2 , A short history of broadcasting ,SB page 57 

 

            Television transmission began in 1957, and the process of development 

accelerated in 1961 when the Ministry of Information took charge. By 1997 , 13 

television stations existed in Kuwait. 

 

A)  How does Kuwait’s Ministry of Information follow a flexible policy?  

a- Its policy is based on mutual cooperation and respect for the affairs of other countries.  

b- The policy emphasizes intellectual, social, political and economic development. 

 

B) Why do you think people have always worried about new inventions like TV and  

     video at that time?  
a- They thought that television would replace radio. 

b- They were sure that TV and video would damage the film industry. 

 

  Module 3 , Unit 8, Lesson 2 , TV guidelines for teens ,SB page 63 31. 

             

      Day-to-day television watching has a considerable social impact on the life of teens. 

You may know that TV has good and bad effects. However it is not always clear how  to 

consume TV  on a positive and creative way. 

 

A) How does  "age – appropriate TV" have good effects on teens ?  

a- It can encourage good behaviour.   

b- It allows teens to think about their own life choices.   

c- It teaches them how to use their imagination.  

d-It teaches them some family values. 

 

B) Along with the positive effects, TV can give unhealthy, false or negative messages. 

     Explain. 

a-We sometimes use TV to escape from the real world which causes us to miss out on real- 

    world experiences.  

b- It also promotes inactivity which provokes an increased risk of obesity. 
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 Module 3 , Unit 9, Focus On , Kuwait Times and Yousif Saleh Alyan ,SB page 74 32. 
 

                Kuwait Times is an institution every Kuwaiti can feel proud of founded on 

September 24
th

 1961 by Yousif Saleh Alyan. It was the first English-language newspaper 

in the Gulf.  

  

 A)  Why did Yousef Saleh Alyan found Kuwait Times newspaper ?  
a-He founded it to provide reliable, reputable and incisive reporting in English.   

b-He wanted to present a positive image of Kuwait abroad .  

 

 

B) In your opinion, what made Kuwait Times the most well known paper in Kuwait and  

      the rest of the world? 

a- It is the largest English language paper that provides in depth coverage of events  

    everywhere in the world. 

b- It has informed and enlighted its public about a broad range of issues, both local and  

    international. 

 

 

B) Literature Time: 

 

Answer only TWO of the following questions: ( 2X6= 12 ) 

 

33- David Copperfield by Charles Dickens, Episode One, SB page 112 

                 

             Mr Peggotty and Ham were fishermen and the little house they lived in smelled 

of fish, but it was beautifully clean and tidy. And sometimes at night, when I heard the 

wind and the sea outside, I began to think that I was on a boat. 

 

A) How did David spend the first journey in his life in Yarmouth? 

He had a wonderful holiday and he didn't want it to end. He played with Emily, the cheerful 

child. Most days they collected shells or played on the beach. 

 

B) Why do you think that David became sad when he went back home? 

David became sad when he went back home because he found that his uncle Murdstone had 

taken over the household and he didn't like him. 
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34- David Copperfield by Charles Dickens, Episode Two, SB page 114 

             

 

" Davy, my own boy !" she cried happily when she saw me. "You've come back at 

last !" Then Mrs Peggotty came running in and put her arms round me. With the three 

of us together again, it seemed that the happy old days were back. 

 

 

A) Where did David come back from? Why ? 

David came back from his school in London  to spend his summer holiday. 

 

 

B)In your opinion, what David meant when he said it seemed that the happy old days 

    were back. 

He meant the old days when he was living happily with his mother and her servant 

 Mrs Peggotty together.    

 

 

35- David Copperfield by Charles Dickens, Episode Three, SB page 116 

 

 Next day, my aunt took me to se her lawyer, Mr Wickfield, who lived in 

Canterbury. We went to his house and the door was opened by a young man with a very 

short red hair and unpleasant smile. 

 

A) Why did David's aunt take him to a lawyer in Canterbury?  

David's aunt took him to a lawyer in Canterbury because she wanted a good school for her 

nephew David. 

 

B) How can you prove that the lawyer was a very helpful person? 

He chose the best school in Canterbury and offered a room in his house for David to live in. 

 

NB:  Any reasonable and relevant answer is accepted) 

 

 

 
 


